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Come and check out our COOLEST QUALITY printing
713-490-9500
graphics@mmpbellaire.com
mmpbellaire.com

business cards
newsletters
tent cards
posters
letterheads
forms
labels
mailers

door hangers
envelopes
booklets
brochures
programs
signs
flyers

invitations
notepads
banners
name badges
rack cards
raffle tickets
postcards

resumes

Minuteman Press Bellaire will be closed
July 2nd - July 6th for our own holiday fun

Contact Kristine at graphics@mmpbellaire.com or 713-490-9500

MONDAY

“Star of the South”, one of
the largest diamonds in
the world was discovered
by a slave in Brazil who
turned it over to her
master. As a reward he
granted her freedom and
pension for life.
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Every year, women lose
approximately 1.73 billion
bobby pins.
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Astronaut Edward White
became the first American
to walk in space. (1965)
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A family lost their dog
after Hurricane Sandy
searched for him for 2
years before giving up.
They decided to adopt
another. The adoption
counselor brought in their
lost dog as a candidate!

In the month before the
ancient Olympics no wars
were permitted so that
spectators could travel
from across Greece
unharmed.
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Talking to yourself can
benefit thinking and
perception.
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Uruguay’s Laguna Garzon
Bridge splits into a circle
so drivers can slow down
and enjoy the view.

The invention of Baseball
was first presented.
(1839)

The first U.S. patent for
gas-driven auto issued.
(1895)

For the first 100 years
after being introduced to
chili peppers in the
1600s, the Japanese put
them in their socks to
keep their toes warm
instead of eating them.
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Giant lily pads on the
Amazon river have leaves
that can grow to 6 feet in
duameter and support up
to 100 pounds without
breaking.
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Hungarian chef Judit
Czinke Poor turns
ordinary cookies into
edible works of art by
using icing to make
unique designs and
portraits.
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First drive-in movie
theater opened in New
Jersey. (1933)

The National Library of
Sweden has a 16th
century book that can be
read six different ways.
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WEDNESDAY

5

TUESDAY

11

United States Secret
Service organized. (1778)

June Flower: Rose

June Birthstone: Alexandrite

SUNDAY

Labor Day was established as a federal
holiday. (1894)
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A recent study has found
that, when faced with
decisions, the human
brain’s wired, default
response is to say “no.”
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The United States Army
was founded. (1775)
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Nasa has 2 satellites
chasing eachother around
the Earth tracking the
distance between
themselves to measure
gravitational anomalies.
Their nicknames are Tom
and Jerry!

THURSDAY

June 2018

There are fake Apple
stores in China - Some of
which are so convincing,
even the staff things they
are working for Apple.
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Congress created the
Department of Justice.
(1870)
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Benajmin Franklin proved
that lightning is electricity.
(1752)

No one knows who named
Earth.
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Getting a mild electric
shock to the brain,
increases your math
skills!
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There exists a coffee
table based on a scene
from the movie Inception.
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Nero, Emperor of Rome,
died. (68 A.D.)

A college student aligned
his teeth successfully by
3D printing his own clear
braces for less that $60!
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United States citizenship
granted to all American
indians. (1924)

Emotional tears contain
leucine enkephalin, a
natural painkiller.
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